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The model is superior to ordinary associative memory models
such as Hopfield network [7] in terms of calculation amount,
memory capacity, and the perfect recall rate.
The MAM stores and recalls the patterns by using the
memory matrix. The different types of memory matrices “M”
and “W” are introduced for association. Memory matrices
“M” and “W” are effective for an erosive noise or a dilative
noise, respectively. However, memory matrices “M”, “W”
have no power for the erosive and dilative noises, respectively.
Therefore, one of the memory matrices can not cope with the
noise which includes both erosive and dilative noise
simultaneously. Ritter proposed the MAM utilizing properties
of memory matrices “M” and “W” which execute two-stage
recall process. The MAM uses a kernel image as an
intermediate image. The kernel image is a part of each stored
pattern and with no overlaps for other stored patterns. The
Ritter’s model has a problem that the determination of the
kernel image becomes difficult as the stored patterns
increases because the kernel image is created using a part of
the stored pattern. In order to overcome the problem, Hattori
et al. proposed a fast method to decide the kernel image [8],
Sussner proposed the MAMs based on variations of the kernel
and used the dual kernel methods [9], and Ida et al. proposed
a method that uses stored patterns with redundancy bits [10].
However these models have some problems: the model using
the kernel image basically has fatal problem that the perfect
recall can not achieve for pattern including a corrupted kernel
image; an extra post-processing is necessary. As a MAM
using no kernel image, we also have proposed the block
splitting type MAM, which introduced the block splitting
method and a majority logic approach to avoid spreading a
noise over an image in the recall process and obtain a
plausible recall pattern respectively [11]. However, the model
also has a problem that the perfect recall rate is inferior to the
MAM using the kernel image.
In this paper, we propose a new MAM using a stored
pattern independent kernel image. In the proposed model, the
stored pattern independent kernel design method makes an
assignment of the kernel image easy. Moreover, the
introduction of the stored pattern independent kernel solves
the fatal problem that the Ritter's MAM can not recall the

Abstract—An associative memory provides a convenient way
for pattern retrieval and restoration, which has an important
role for handling data distorted with noise. As an effective
associative memory, we paid attention to a morphological
associative memory (MAM) proposed by Ritter. The model is
superior to ordinary associative memory models in terms of
calculation amount, memory capacity, and perfect recall rate.
However, in general, the kernel design becomes difficult as the
stored pattern increases because the kernel uses a part of each
stored pattern. In this paper, we propose a stored pattern
independent kernel design method for the MAM and design the
MAM employing the proposed kernel design with a standard
digital manner in parallel architecture for acceleration. We
confirm the validity of the proposed kernel design method by
auto- and hetero-association experiments and investigate the
efficiency of the hardware acceleration. A high-speed operation
(more than 150 times in comparison with software execution) is
achieved in the custom hardware. The proposed model works as
an intelligent pre-processor for the Brain-Inspired Systems
†
(Brain-IS) working in real world.
I. INTRODUCTION
Almost all of the data which human beings treat in their
daily life are incomplete information which lacks partially
and/or is distorted with noise. Nevertheless human beings can
retrieve and complement incompleteness of such information
by using fruitful data obtained through experiences and take
appropriate actions to the situations. The function is provided
by associative memories and is necessary for the BrainInspired Systems (Brain-IS) which are intelligent system
working in real world like human beings. Our aim is to realize
the function by using an effective associative memory and
endow the Brain-IS with an intelligent pre-processing.
From the first half of 70’s, many associative memory
models have been proposed [1-4]. In most of associative
memory models, the function is attractive, but it has
drawbacks; small memory capacity, low convergence to
correct pattern, etc. On the other hand, Ritter proposed a
morphological associative memory (MAM) in 1998 [5]. The
MAM is based on the morphological neural networks [6] and
executes storing and recalling with mathematical morphology.
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correct pattern when the kernel is corrupted by noise. In order
to confirm the validity of the proposed model, we evaluate the
perfect recall rate by auto- and hetero-association experiments.
The pre-processing demands a high-speed operation and a
low computational cost for working without any harmful
effect to the main processing. We also discuss the
implementation of the proposed method in a custom hardware.
The proposed model works as an intelligent pre-processing
for the Brain-IS.

The kernel image Z s works as the index for recalling the
stored pattern Y s and consists of partial units of the stored
pattern X s . The MAM using the kernel image stores pattern
pair (X s , Y s ) with the kernel image Z s . Here the memory
matrices “M” and “W” are given as;

)

(6)

The kernel image Z s is the pattern described with a part
of the input pattern X s and it has a one-to-one
correspondence the input pattern X s . Therefore, the output
pattern can be associated from the input pattern X s by
using Eqs. (5) and (6). When the input pattern X s is fed into
the MAM, the outputs can be obtained by two-stage recall
process given by follows;
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mij = ∨ yis − x sj = yi1 − x1j ∨ yi2 − x 2j ∨ L ∨ yip − x jp ,

wij = ∧ yis − x sj = yi1 − x1j ∧ yi2 − x 2j ∧ L ∧ yip − x jp ,

Fig.1 shows the tow-stage recall process in Ritter’s MAM
using the kernel image.
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~
X

where mij and wij are (i, j)-th element of memory matrices

“M” and “W”, respectively. The symbols ∧ and ∨ denote
the operations of minimum and maximum, respectively. The
recalled pattern for the input pattern X s is obtained by
calculating Eq.(3) or Eq.(4).
n
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The memory matrices “M” and “W” are given as:

s =1

(5)

wij = ∧ y is − z sj .

Y s = ( y1s ,L, y ms ) , p is the total number of the pattern pairs.
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A. Characteristics of memory matrices “M” and “W” in the
MAM
Ritter proposed a morphological associative memory
(MAM) by using memory matrix [5]. The different types of
memory matrices “M” and “W” were introduced. The MAM
uses the memory matrix “M” or “W” for association. The
information of the stored patterns is stored into the memory
matrix “M” or “W”. Here, let assume p pattern pairs
(X 1 , Y 1 ),L, (X p , Y p ) as the stored patterns. Here X s = ( x1s ,L, xns ) ,
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Fig.1: Recall process of Ritter’s MAM using the kernel image.
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C. Ritter’s method of constructing the kernel image
In Ritter’s kernel image constructing method, the kernel
images are determined to satisfy conditions given by the Eq.
(9). The kernel image Z ξ is a part of the stored pattern X ξ
and is selected so as not to overlap with other stored patterns.

y is = ∧ mij + x sj
j =1

or
n

y is = ∨ wij + x sj
j =1

Memory matrices “M” and “W” are effective for an
erosive noise or a dilative noise, respectively. However, the
memory matrices “M” and “W” can not reduce the erosive
and the dilative noises, respectively. Therefore, one of the
memory matrices can not cope with the noise which includes
both erosive and dilative noise simultaneously.

Zξ ≤ Xξ , Zξ ∧ X γ = 0

γ ≠ξ .

(9)

If the kernel image can not be determined by calculating
Eq. (9), the kernel image must be obtained by trial and error
to satisfy the condition described by Eq. (10).

B. The MAM using the kernel image
In order to handle the noise which includes both erosive
and dilative noise simultaneously, Ritter proposed the MAM
adopts a two-stage recall process using matrices “M” and “W”
in stages. In the recall process, the MAM uses a kernel image
as an intermediate image.

Y ξ = WZY ∨ ( M ZZ ∧ X ξ ).
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(10)

III. MAM USING THE STORED PATTERN INDEPENDENT
KERNEL IMAGE

k

In Ritter’s kernel design method, the kernel image is
created using a part of stored pattern therefore the
determination of the kernel image becomes difficult as the
stored patterns increases. Moreover, the perfect recall can not
be achieved if a part of the kernel image includes noise. To
solve the problems, we propose a new MAM using a stored
pattern independent kernel image.
In the proposed method, the kernel image consists of
several bits which are equivalent to the number of stored
patterns as shown in Fig.2. Only one element of the kernel
image is ‘1’, other elements are ‘0’. Each kernel image is set
so that the kernel image doesn’t overlap the other kernel
images. Fig.2 shows an example of the kernel image when the
maximum number of stored patterns is five.

Z1

Z2

(

)
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~z r , sb =
i
∧ mij + ~x j ,
j =1

(11)

where k represents the number of total units of each sub block,
~
x jr , sb is j-th unit of sb-th sub block in the corrupted pattern

~
x r . Here, in the proposed method, the kernel image is

independent of the input pattern. Therefore, the memory
matrix “M” is defined as Eq. (12) instead of Eq. (5).
p

(

)

mijsb = ∨ z ir ,sb − x rj ,sb ,
r =1

(12)

The summation and the majority logic operation are
defined by Eq. (13). The processes are executed after the first
recall stages.
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Fig.2: Example of the kernel images used in the proposed method.

The proposed model adopts the two-stage recall process as
same as Ritter’s MAM. However, the correct kernel image
can not recall perfectly if the input image includes erosive
noise because we assign a stored pattern independent image
to the kernel image and use only “M” for recalling the kernel
image.
In order to overcome the problem, we introduce the block
splitting scheme in the first recall stage and the majority logic
approach, which is a similar scheme which was introduced in
the MAM employing no kernel image [11]. Here we apply the
approach to get the plausible kernel image. By applying the
block splitting manner to an input image, plural sub images
are created from an input image. Here the same kernel is
assigned to all generated sub images. After that, the correct
kernel image is obtained with a high probability by applying
the majority logic approach to the plural kernels because a
MAM has a feature that a noiseless image recalls the correct
image. Finally, the correct recall pattern is obtained from the
plausible kernel image with a high probability.
The recalling of the proposed MAM processes through the
following steps;
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where h represents the number of total units of the kernel
image, ~zir ,sb is i-th unit of the kernel image corresponding to
the input pattern ~x jr , sb in the sb-th sub block, and z rj is j-th
unit of the kernel image corresponding to an input pattern ~
xr ,
respectively. s represents the number of the block splits. s=1
is the special case which means no block splits.
Fig.3 is the recall process of the proposed MAM. The
MAM improves the problem of Ritter’s method that design of
the kernel image is difficult. Furthermore, the introduction of
the stored pattern independent kernel solves the fatal problem
that the Ritter's MAM can not recall the correct pattern when
the kernel is corrupted by noise.
input
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X

Block
Splitting

(
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zir ,sb = ∧ (mijsb + ~
x jr , sb )
k
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step 1. An input pattern is divided evenly into sub blocks,
step 2. the first recall is executed every sub block
independently,
step 3. output patterns of all sub blocks are summed up,
step 4. the kernel image can be determined by a majority
logic for the kernel pattern obtained in step3,
step 5. finally the output pattern is recalled using the kernel
image in the second recalling stage.

First
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First
Recall

First
Recall

First
Recall
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output
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m

(

yir = ∨ wij + z rj
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The output of the j-th unit of sb-th sub block in the first
recalls is given by:

Kernel image

Second
Recall

Majority
Logic

)

Fig.3: Recall processing of the MAM using the proposed method.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We investigated the perfect recall rate with changing the
number of block splits. The results show in Fig.5. Fig.5 shows
that the perfect recall rate improves as increase of the number
of block splits. Here, sb represents the number of the block
splits. Sb = 1 is the special case, which means no block split.

The performance of the proposed method is investigated
through auto- and hetero-association experiments. The perfect
recall rate is evaluated by an average of 10,000 trials in the
simulations. Here, the perfect recall is defined as to recall the
stored pattern which corresponds to noise less input one. The
unit of patterns takes ‘1’ or ‘0’. The ‘1’ represents black and
‘0’ white, and the noise is defined as to change ‘1’ to ‘0’ (or
‘1’ to ‘0’).

B. Hetero-association
We investigated the perfect recall rate of the proposed
MAM in hetero-association experiments. Fig.4 and Fig.6
show the stored patterns used in the experiment. Fig.6 shows
twenty alphabet small latter patterns corresponding to patterns
illustrated in Fig.4.

A. Auto-association
We investigated the perfect recall rate of the proposed
MAM in auto-association experiments. In the experiments,
twenty alphabet capital letter patterns are used as shown in
Fig.4. Each pattern consists of 10 x 10 = 100 binary units.

Fig.6: Stored patterns: alphabet small letter (twenty patterns).

Fig.7 shows the noise tolerance of the proposed MAM and
Ritter’s MAM in the hetero-association experiments for
alphabet patterns illustrated in Fig.4 and Fig.6. As well as
auto-association experiments, Fig.7 shows that the perfect
recall rate improved as increase the number of block splits as
the same as the auto-association experiments.

Fig. 4: Stored patterns: twenty alphabet capital letter patterns.
denotes the kernel image for Ritter’s MAM.

Fig.5 shows the noise tolerance of the proposed MAM and
Ritter’s MAM for alphabet patterns in auto-association
experiments.
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Fig.7: Noise tolerance of the proposed MAM in hetero-association for
twenty patterns illustrated in Fig.4 and Fig.6.

Fig.5: Noise tolerance of the proposed MAM in auto-association for
twenty patterns illustrated in Fig.4.
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V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED MAM
MODEL

Table I: Performance of the MAM hardware model employing the
proposed method.

The MAM employing the proposed kernel design has
parallel architecture in the first and second recall processing.
Therefore we try to accelerate the operation by using a
dedicated custom hardware.
The first recall of the MAM employing the proposed
method, the memory matrix “M” is added to input pattern X.
The output pattern is obtained by taking minimum of it in
each sub block as defined in Eq. (11). In the second recall, the
memory matrix “W” is added to the kernel image Z. The final
output can be obtained by taking maximum of it as defined in
Eq. (8).
We designed the hardware system by using a standard
digital scheme in massively parallel manner. Here, the system
handles thirty two stored patterns. Each pattern consists of 64
bits. Fig.8 shows the block diagram of the system.
Block
Splitting
Signal

input

z

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the MAM using a stored
pattern independent kernel image. Usage of the stored pattern
independent kernel image offers fruitful benefits: 1) a good
design ability of kernel images, 2) improvement of recall
impossibility for corrupted kernel image, and 3) improvement
of the perfect recall rate using block splitting manner.
Furthermore, it was confirmed by the logic simulation that the
hardware implementation of the proposed method achieved
the great acceleration (more than 150 times) in comparison
with software execution. The proposed method is necessary
for the Brain-IS working in real world like human beings and
is expected as one of associative memories treating natural
images.
When an input pattern is completely included with the
other pattern in the stored patterns or vice versa, the MAM
can not discriminate those patterns. In this case, the perfect
recalling can not be achieved even if the input image does not
include any noise. In the future works, we will try to solve the
problem and develop a practical associative memory.

32×64

Memory
Unit

64
clk

Memory matrix “W”

64×32
Kernel image

Memory matrix “M”

Control
Signal

First 7×32
Recall
Added
Unit
clk

Kernel
clk
images

Majority
Logic
Unit

32

Second
Recall
Unit

CPU: Intel Xeon @3.0GHz

As the result, the hardware model achieves about 150
times speedup in comparison with software execution. Here
we assume the Spartan3 (xc3s15000) as a target device which
has 13,312 logic slices. The model uses 99% of slices of the
FPGA device.

3

64

Expected
output

Maximum number Maximum frequency Speed
of stored patterns
(MHz)
(μsec)
Software*
32
3000
26.00
Hardware
32
59.47
0.17
Model

Output

clk

Fig.8: Block diagram of the proposed MAM hardware.

The system consists of a memory unit, a first recall unit, a
majority logic unit, and a second recall unit. The memory unit
calculates memory matrices “M” and “W” with input and the
corresponding output patterns and stored them.
The first recall unit consists of several sub blocks which
generated by block splitting. In each sub block, the kernel
image is obtained. After that, the kernel images of all sub
blocks are stacked up and fed into the majority logic unit. The
majority logic unit determines the final kernel image by
applying majority logic to the stacked kernel image. Finally,
in the second recall unit, the associated pattern is calculated
by using the final kernel image and the matrix “W”.
Here, Control signal switches the states which are storing
and recalling. The block splitting signal assigns the number of
block splits.
We investigate the performance of the proposed MAM
hardware model by using a logic simulator ModelSim.
Table.1 shows the simulation result of the proposed hardware
model in comparison with the result using a standard PC.
Here a CPU of the PC is Intel Xeon@3.0 GHz.
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